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Marble agency sydney

Go to content Simplify career hunting. Sign up for a job alert. Thanks for subscribing! We will be in touch soon. Unique people recruitment projects have been successfully placed in workplaces since 2017 With unrivalled access to talent, our inquisitive team takes the time to fully understand our customers' business to ensure that the talent we put in can have an immediate impact
on the company's goals. We help build these businesses Our people deliver We love the role we play in Australian industry. Here's a selection of some of the national projects we've helped staff. Collins Arch 447 Collins Street Carosue Dam Treehouse Apartments Jolimont Kingaroy Hospital Redevelopment Perth Stadium Tape Thunderbox West Gate Tunnel Northwest Rapid
Transit Victorian Comprehensive Oncology Centre Australian Technology Centre Arthur Phillips & Parramatta High Schools Ritz Carlton Coolan Island Mine Site Rod Laver Arena (redevelopment) Bunnings Newstead Endeavor Westside Private Medical Center As an ever-expanding and evolving business, we always strive to welcome new recruitment consultants. If you're an
experienced consultant looking for a new challenge or someone with a desire to start a career in the industry, we'd like to hear from you. Join the marble word team alone can't describe how incredibly lucky I am to work with Marble to help me find my next career step. They went above and beyond, helping me secure the position and preparing me for my interview. - Alexis,
commercial construction project coordinator I was completely impressed with Marble's approach, it was very obvious that they genuinely cared about my career and placing me in a fitting venture, going above and beyond to make sure I was well informed and prepared for all interviews and keeping me informed at every stage of the process. - Jonathan, Housing Appraiser I've
dealt with most recruiting companies in Perth, as looking for employees for companies I've worked for and are looking for jobs myself. Marble is by far the best I've dealt with. - Helen, document controller commercial construction I really enjoy working with Marble Recruitment as the team is very focused on your needs/wants/passion and adapts you to the appropriate position.
Thank you very much Marble. It was a lot of fun and no dramas whatsoever. 15 out of 10! - Ben, Joiner Construction Trades Marble understands the quality of the merchant we require, and rarely do they miss the mark. Great marble job, keep up the good work. - Royce, Gos Australia Pty Ltd Great Connection, easy to work with, always trying to fulfill our needs. - Damien, GSM
Projects Your employees took the time to learn our business and understand the caliber of candidates we are looking for. - Bianca, Simonds Homes Extremely reliable in providing high-quality cabinets and shop dealers. Excellent service is provided and I have no problem in using use personnel services to fulfill the necessary deadlines. - George, Marble's surface interiors were
great to deal with. Nothing is too hard and we have had a great run with the workers they are providing. - Ash, George &amp;amp; ARB Electric Marble has placed the quality of short-term specialist merchants in our factory. Very professionally and carefully, there would be no hesitation in recommending other companies use their services. The room was quite big and comfortable.
The service is always operational and takes time to really understand our needs and requirements. I always have confidence that marble candidates to recommend will not only technically capable but good culture fit. - Leanne, Multiplex Marble Consultants approached all recruitment extremely diligently and proactively, which has helped us ensure people are of strategic
importance to grow our business. They took the time to really familiarize themselves with our business from the operating level, as well as gain a solid understanding of the culture within the company, it meant that those who joined us became an integral memb ... - Richard, Kane Designs Thank you very much for your dedication and believe in me and do so much for me to have
this job. - Steph, the commercial construction administrator contract I recently moved to Australia and I'm only here in the short term. Marble has been given the opportunity to have short-term work contracts without worrying about giving notice periods if my circumstances change. You guys always work hard to find me a job plus the wage rate I'm looking for! The staff were very
friendly and helpful. - Benjamin, Shop Locksmith building trades I would just like to thank you again for finding me this position. We could ask for more. Catriona, Housing Appraiser Recruitment process was efficient, seamless and consisted of client focus second to none. I will not hesitate to involve Marble services in finding new team members if and when necessary. Deborah,
construction services manager commercial construction marble staff was pleased to talk, useful during onboard and sincere when communicating. - Carl, the plumber I personally felt like I was a person, not just a room. Thank you marble team. - Paul, electrician Construction trades I constantly worked in various jobs that corresponded to my qualifications. The staff were very
friendly and helpful. They always followed me during and after the work assignment. - Danielle, shop Locksmith Building Trades Service was great from Marble Recruitment. Guest reviews are helpful for your arrival. Since I started working on a new job, Marble has been very helpful and has been in touch with me. I'm traveling on business - Adele, operations coordinator
construction I would strongly recommend to anyone. After struggling to find work for over 10 months I contacted Marble. They found me working right away and while I was working he contacted me on a regular basis to make sure everything was going ok. Now I'm happy to say that the company has taken me on the straight. So thank you very much!!! - Craig, Plumber
Construction Trades I found a team at Marble to be the agency's first professional recruiting. Over the years, I've dealt with many recruitment firms as both employer and employee, and finding the Marble team to be one of the best I've dealt with. - Wilton, commercial construction site manager My consultant had some great insights into the industry and quickly identified my goals
and expectations. She matched them to the current opportunities on the market and set up two interviews within weeks. One of the interviews led to an employment offer I accepted. - Sean, contracts commercial construction administrator, having dealt with Marble over the past few years, I've found them the most professional in how they go about business. Marble is always
available at hand, there is always someone to support you at any time. - Tony, commercial construction safety adviser I've dealt with other recruitment agencies before, however I'd be back at Marble every time I move forward in my career. - Stephen, Appraiser/ Quantity Surveyor Housing All marble consultants have been very helpful and have always worked at their best to make
sure I've been put before the right companies. Marble Group was very responsive and provided me with updates every day to make sure I knew about all my options. - Andrew, contracts commercial construction administrator Marble worked above and beyond and put me in a company that suits me perfectly. Without any extra help I will no doubt not be in the amazing position I
am in now. It's not often you find people who do their jobs, but go that little bit further to help people. - Graeme, Production Assessor housing consultants from which I was dealing, couldn't help me anymore. Reviews are additional and additional words to make them the most enduring. I have recommended Marble to many people so far and will continue to do so. - Luke, head of
the housing site Consultants are usually very friendly. They tend to seem knowledgeable about the work I'm going to and helpful if I have questions. - Scott, Carpenter Construction Bidding
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